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University of Victoria / Department of Germanic and Slavic Studies 

SSLLSSTT  336644::  EEaasstteerrnn  EEuurrooppee  tthhrroouugghh  WWeesstteerrnn  EEyyeess  
 

Fall 2017: Monday 15:30-18:20 in David Turpin Building A110 
Instructor: Dr. Olga Pressitch 
Office: Clearihue D244. Work phone: (250) 721-7502. E-mail: olgavp@uvic.ca 
Office hrs: Monday 2.30-3.15 & by appointment 
 

A study of Western cinematic and literary representations of Eastern Europe, and Eastern European cultural 
reactions to these. This course will focus on the period from the eighteenth century to the present, with 
special attention to twentieth-century mass culture and the redefinition of the European “East” in the wake of 
Communism’s collapse. There are no prerequisites, and no academic background in Russian/Slavic Studies is 
assumed. This course may count towards a Minor in Film Studies. 

There are no books to buy for this course. All the readings will be available either as chapters from 
electronic books or articles in electronic journals accessible through the university library or as free-access 
online publications. 
 
MARKING SCHEME: 
Attendance:           5% 
Quiz I (29 September, multiple-choice):       25% 
Quiz II (6 November, multiple-choice):       35% 
Quiz III (27 November, multiple-choice):       15% 
Diary of readings and class discussions (details announced in class)   5% 
A short film report on a set topic (5 pages; due in class on 30 Oct.):   15% 
 
Assignments submitted late will be subject to a late penalty. Make-up quizzes will only be given in exceptional cases of unavoidable 
absences supported by appropriate medical or other documentation. All quizzes will be based on the screenings, lectures, and 
assigned readings. Medical documentation excusing class absences should be shown to the instructor in the next class after the 
one(s) you missed and will not be accepted after the end of classes. Any questions about your quiz mark should be asked within a 
week after the quiz marks have been posted; no such requests in relation to quizzes I and II and the film report will be accepted after 
the end of classes. Questions concerning your mark quiz III will only be accepted until the submission of final grades (this date will be 
announced in advance). 

 
A+ 90-100 B- 70-72 

A 85-89 C+ 65-69 

A- 80-84 C 60-64 

B+ 77-79 D 50-59 

B 73-76 F 0-49 

To familiarize yourself with UVic’s grading guidelines, please consult the University Calendar. As per University policies 
regarding the assignment of a final grade, 0.5 or above is rounded up, while below 0.5 should be rounded down. 

COURSE POLICIES IN DETAIL 

Accessibility Statement 

Students with diverse learning styles and needs are welcome in this course. In particular, if you have a disability that may require accommodations, 

please contact the Centre for Accessible Learning as soon as possible. The sooner you let us know your needs the quicker we can assist you in 

achieving your learning goals in this course. 

Concessions and Documentation 

Students may ask for an academic concession, such as the rescheduling of a quiz or test or an extension for an assignment, upon providing proper 

documentation of a personal or medical affliction or of a time conflict. Proper documentation would include a doctor’s note or a memo from 

Counseling Services, or a memo from a coach or employer. It must be dated before or close to the time of the missed work or classes. 

Withdrawals and Deferrals 

http://web.uvic.ca/calendar2011/FACS/UnIn/UARe/Grad.html
https://www.uvic.ca/services/cal/
http://coun.uvic.ca/
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If you miss substantial amounts of class and assignments without documentation, you will be asked to withdraw or will receive an ‘N’ at the end of 

the semester. Even when the reasons for failing to meet course requirements are valid, it is not academically sound to allow students missing 

significant amounts of work to continue in the course. You are to familiarize themselves with the withdrawal dates in the current academic calendar. 

A Note on Academic Integrity and Plagiarism 

Actions such as plagiarism, multiple submissions, falsifying materials used in academic evaluations, cheating, or aiding others to cheat violate 

University policies on academic integrity and are considered serious offence. You must inform yourself about the university regulations (see UVic 

Policy on Academic Integrity). 

Unauthorized Use of an Editor 

An editor is an individual or service, other than the instructor or supervisory committee, who manipulates, revises, corrects or alters a student’s 

written or non-written work. The use of an editor, whether paid or unpaid, is prohibited unless the instructor grants explicit written authorization. 

Add/Drop Deadlines  

It is your responsibility to attend to ADD/DROP dates as published in the Calendar and the Undergraduate Registration Guide and Timetable. You 

will not be dropped automatically from a class that you do not attend.  

Classroom Conduct 

Since the quality of the learning environment is paramount, every student has the right to learn and your instructor has the duty to perform her or his 

teaching duties in a cooperative, distraction-free, and effective manner. Activities that could disrupt the learning environment for you and your 

instructor would include the non-academic use of electronic devices. You are expected to turn off your cell phones, media players, and other 

electronic devices during class. Laptops can only be used for taking class notes, accessing CourseSpaces, and other class-related activities. 

Course Experience Surveys 

I value your feedback on this course. Towards the end of term you will have the opportunity to complete a confidential course experience survey 

(CES) regarding your learning experience. The survey is vital to providing feedback to the Department about the course and its instructor. When it is 

time for you to complete the survey, you will receive an email inviting you to do so. 

Commitment to Inclusivity and Diversity: 

The University of Victoria is committed to promoting, providing, and protecting a positive, supportive, and safe learning and working environment 

for all of its members. 

 

Tentative Weekly Schedule 
 

WEEK I (11 Sept.): Introduction to the Course. 
Orientalism and the Invention of Eastern Europe. Film: 
The Beautician & the Beast. Reading: Larry Wolff, Inventing 

Eastern Europe, 1–16 and 51–62 [electronic book, access through 
UVic Library book catalogue]. 

WEEK VIII (23 Oct.): A Cold War Rival No More: 
GoldenEye. Reading: James Chapman, License to Thrill: A Cultural 

History of the James Bond Films, chap. 8, excerpt [CourseSpaces]. 

WEEK II (18 Sept.): The Eastern European as a 
Trickster: Borat. Reading: Narcisz Fejes, “Feared Intrusions: A 

Comparative Reading of Borat,” Journal of Popular Culture 44, no. 
5 (2011): 992-1009 [electronic journal/UVic library]. 

WEEK IX (30 Oct.): The Russians Are Coming, but 
Different Ones. Film: Eastern Promises. Reading: Arkady G. 

Bronnikov, “Telltale Tattoos in Russian Prisons,” Natural History 102, 
11 (1993): 50; Patricia Rawlinson, “Mafia, Media and Myth,” The 
Howard Journal of Criminal Justice 37, no. 4 (1998): 346–58 [both 
electronic journals]. FILM REPORTS DUE IN CLASS 

WEEK III (25 Sept.): The Eastern European as a Noble 
Savage: The Terminal. Reading: Mark Lipovetsky and Daniil 

Leiderman, “Angel, Avenger or Trickster?” in Stephen Hutchins, 
ed., Russia and Its Other(s) on Film, 199-219 [electronic book; 
search the catalogue for the book title, then go to this chapter]. 

WEEK X (6 Nov.): QUIZ II. The Balkans as Metaphor: 
Behind Enemy Lines. Reading: Slavenka Drakulic, “The Balkans—

From Noun to Verb (and Back),” Journal of International Relations 
and Development 12, no. 4 (2009): 364–70 [electronic journal].  

WEEK IV (2 Oct.): QUIZ I. Land of Tragedy, Land of 
Prejudice, or Land of Self-Discovery? Everything Is 
Illuminated. Reading: A chapter from the novel the film is based 

on (on CourseSpaces). 

WEEK XI (13 Nov.): NO CLASS (Reading Break). 
Reading: A chapter from Marina Lewycka’s hilarious novel, Short 
History of Tractors in Ukrainian [CourseSpaces] 

WEEK VI (9 Oct.): NO CLASS (Thanksgiving) WEEK XII (20 Nov.) A Cold War Rival No More? MI Ghost 
Protocol. Reading: Bahar Rumelili & Viatcheslav Morozov, 
“The External Constitution of European Identity,” 
Cooperation and Conflict 47, 1 (2012): 28–48. 

WEEK VII (16 Oct.): Everything Is Illuminated (cont’d). 
Communism and Western Stereotypes: Red Heat. 
Reading: X [George F. Keenan], “The Sources of Soviet Conduct,” 
Foreign Affairs 65, no. 4 (1987): 852–68 [first published in 1947; 
electronic journal at UVic Library] 
 

WEEK XIV (27 Nov.): QUIZ III. Conclusions and an 
overview. 

 

http://web.uvic.ca/calendar2017-09/undergrad/info/regulations/academic-integrity.html
http://web.uvic.ca/calendar2017-09/undergrad/info/regulations/academic-integrity.html

